A Single Connection
To An Open Distribution Marketplace
For Travel Providers and Hoteliers

Taming the Complex
Managing a Multi-Supplier Strategy
for Sourcing Rooms

Accommodation can be sourced eitherdirectly, via Third-Party

Aggregators and through Channel Managers.

Challenges Faced by Travel Providers

A New Integration Hub
Tap into CodeGenʼs fully fledged standalone Host to
Host (H2H) rest API that offers a full breadth of
third-party connections aggregated across multiple

Hard to stay up to date with current API versions

components and inventories to offer the best
holiday product.

Difficult to de-duplicate and map hotel rooms from different channels
Expensive to maintain the technical architecture
Slow to onboard new suppliers

Aggregator of Real-Time H2H
Connections Aggregator of Channel
Manager and PMS Connections
Next-Gen Distribution Hub

Managing booking discrepancies and reconciliations are costly
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A New Paradigm in
Accommodation Booking
Transparent . Seamless . Profitable

Connect Directly with the Supply
Eliminate booking failures with real-time availability, rates,
inventory and rich content.

Streamline the Booking Process
Seamlessly automate bookings by integrating Tritium with
your existing booking engine. New inventory and better
returns.

Better Speed-to-Market
Save time and resources trying to plug-in too many APIs.
Choose Tritium and tap into new revenue streams

Reduce Costs and Improve Bottom-Line
Eliminate inflated commissions, intermediaries and costs
associated with multiple API integrations while saving time.
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Unified Inventory Marketplace
Get Access to Real-Time Inventory via a Single Connection
If you need to source inventory from multiple third-party connectors,
Tritium provides you a real-time search and book capability via a single integration.
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Supply API

Availability Rates
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Payments via Virtual
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Tour Operators
DMCs
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Specialist
OTAs

Single Connection | Fully Managed Service

Tritium helps Travel Providers to establish direct and closer relationships with hotels and wholesalers.
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Simplified Distribution Marketplace
Distribute Your Inventory via Multiple Channels
If you are managing contracted inventory as a distributor, Tritium will provide you a single connection to an open
marketplace via multiple channels for easy distribution. As a Tritium partner, you can now buy and even sell effortlessly.
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Single Connection | Fully Managed Service

Tritium offers a fully managed service for quick market access and simplified distribution.
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Single Direct Access
To a Highly Fragmented Market

Hotel APIs

Providing a Single
Platform for All
Third-Party
Connections
Channel Manager / P M S
Supercharge your travel business by connecting
to popular Host-to-Host (H2H) connectors in
record-time with Tritium, the ultimate versatile
integration hub.

Reduce Integration Cost
Enable Multiple H2H Connectors
Push and Sell Inventory
Single Booking Path
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Next Generation
Integration Hub
Enabling You to Buy and Sell in a Flash

Scalable
Cloud-hosted platform.
Cost-efficient.
Fully managed service plus security.
24-7-365 support.
Easy onboarding and version upgrades.

Lightweight
Plug and play API hub.
Rapid integrations.
No code-based developments.
Self-service portal with Search Source
Preferencing (SSP) and de-duplication.
Advanced analytics.

High-Performance
Automated scaling to manage peak traffic.
Book wholesale and direct hotel products on one
platform.
Automated hotel and destination mapping.
Real-time search of live inventory with rich content.
Robust reconciliation and discrepancy
detection.
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Supercharge Your Business
With Connections that Matter

Travel providers can easily access accommodation
products from multiple channels in real-time.

Accommodation providers can sell directly and
reduce commissions paid to third parties.

Travelers get the best rates and availability.

"We are moving into an age where dynamic connectivity with the hotels is no longer a luxury but more of a necessity. CodeGenʼs Tritium product offers DMCs
and Tour Operators a seamless way to obtain dynamic rates without the hassle of coordinating with multiple channel managers / consolidators. Backed by
CodeGenʼs reliable support structure, this is an ideal product for every DMC that wants to access dynamic rates for distribution."
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Tap Into Limitless
Potential
Are You Ready to Grow with Tritium?

Clients may be required to establish Commercial agreement with third party API vendors and handle supplier
payments directly
Clients may need to have contracts with hoteliers
CodeGen ( i.e. Tritium ) will act as “Technology Enabler” and support liaising with third parties on technical
matters.
In case of a financial or other discrepancy, CodeGen will do initial investigations and provide full log and record
trail. In scenarios where a third party is responsible, CodeGen will support liaising with Account Managers by
providing necessary information for investigations.
.
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